Abstract. We use V.A. Liskovets' quotient maps and R.W. Robinson's cycle index sums to count 1-, 2-and 3-connected planar maps by number of vertices and edges up to sense-preserving homeomorphism of the embedding sphere. Although N.C. Wormald has already counted these maps up to all homeomorphism, sense-reversing as well as sense-preserving, our methods are computationally more efficient for counting these maps up to orientation-preserving homeomorphism and yield closed-form enumeration formulas in the case of 1-and 2-connected maps. Our formula for 1-connected planar maps uses the number of rooted planar maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces; we evaluate these numbers using a method that is more efficient than substituting into W.T. Tutte's parametric equations, and we also count rooted toroidal maps by number of vertices and faces more efficiently than by substituting into D. Arquès' explicit formula.
Introduction.
A sensed (respectively, unsensed) planar map is an equivalence class of planar maps, where two planar maps are considered equivalent if one can be transformed into the other by a sensepreserving homeomorphism (respectively, any homeomorphism, either sense-preserving or sensereversing) of the embedding sphere. N.C. Wormald ([Wo81a] , [Wo81b] ) enumerated sensed and unsensed planar maps by number of edges and number of vertices. He kindly provided us with unpublished tables of numbers of sensed and unsensed 1-and 2-connected planar maps by number of vertices and edges and numbers of sensed and unsensed 1-, 2-and 3-connected planar maps by number of edges alone. Using his method, it takes O(M 6 ) arithmetic operations to count either sensed or unsensed maps by number of vertices and edges up to M edges and all relevant numbers of vertices and O(M 4 ) operations to count them by number of edges alone.
Independently, V.A. Liskovets invented a method of map enumeration based on the quotient map of a map under a sense-preserving homeomorphism and used it to obtain an elegant formula to count sensed planar maps by number of edges (these results were first published in [Lis81] ; the generalized enumeration scheme we use here appears in [Lis85] ). Then we collaborated with Liskovets [LisWa83] to obtain a similar formula to count sensed 2-connected planar maps by number of edges, and we used a generalization [Wa82a] of R.W. Robinson's cycle index sums [Ro70] to count sensed 3-connected planar maps by number of edges [Wa82b] . It takes O(M log M) operations to count sensed 1-and 2-connected maps, and O(M 3 ) operations to count sensed 3-connected maps, with up to M edges.
In this paper we add the number of vertices as a parameter to the results in [Lis81] , [LisWa83] and [Wa82b] : we obtain closed-form formulas to count 1-and 2-connected sensed planar maps by number of edges and vertices and an iterative algorithm to count 3-connected sensed planar maps by number of edges and vertices. Substituting into the formulas, it takes O(M 2 ) arithmetic operations on arbitrarily long integers to count sensed 1-and 2-connected planar maps with up to M edges and all relevant number of vertices once the corresponding numbers of rooted 1-and 2-connected planar maps have been calculated, and O(M 5 ) operations to count sensed 3-connected maps.
W. Brown and W.T. Tutte obtained a closed-form formula [BrTu64] for the number of rooted 2-connected planar maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces and it takes only O(M 2 ) operations to count these maps up to M edges and all relevant number of vertices using this formula. Tutte [Tu68] obtained a parametric formula for counting rooted 1-connected planar maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces. It takes Ω(M 4 ) operations to count these maps with up to M edges from this formula by brute-force iteration. Instead we use a method suggested in [WaLe72] which does the same job in O(M 3 ) operations. The same method can be used to count rooted toroidal maps with up to M edges and all relevant number of vertices in O(M 3 ) operations, as compared with Ω(M 5 ) substituting into the explicit formula presented in [Ar87] , once one has calculated the number of rooted toroidal maps with m edges for all m up to M. These numbers can be evaluated in O(M 2 ) operations using the formula in [Ar87] .
The enumeration of rooted 1-connected planar and toroidal maps is discussed in Section 2, of sensed 1-connected planar maps in Section 3, of sensed 2-connected planar maps in Section 4 and of sensed 3-connected planar maps in Section 5. Section 6 contains some open problems.
All of these enumerations have been implemented (see the acknowledgments at the end of the paper). A table of numbers of sensed three-connected maps with n vertices and m≤26 edges is presented here (Table 1) ; larger tables (up to 208 edges for sensed 3-connected maps, 424 edges for sensed 2-connected maps and 110 edges for sensed 1-connected planar maps and rooted planar and toroidal maps) are available from the author on request.
Rooted maps
Following [Lis85] we define a map both topologically and combinatorially. Topologically, a map is a 2-cell embedding of a connected graph, with loops and multiple edges allowed, in a compact oriented surface. A combinatorial map is a connected graph on which a cyclic order is imposed on the darts, or edge-vertex incidence pairs, at each vertex (a loop is considered to be incident twice with the same vertex); the cyclic order represents rotation from one dart to the next according to the orientation imposed on the embedding surface. Equivalently, a combinatorial map is a permutation σ and a fixed-point-free involution α on a set of darts such that the group generated by σ and α is transitive; the vertices, edges and faces of the map are represented by the cycles of σ, α and σα, respectively, and the connectivity of the embedded graph by the transitivity. The genus g of the map is defined by the Euler-Poincaré formula [Po93] n -m + f = 2(1-g), where n, m, f is the number of vertices, edges and faces of the map, so that the map is planar if n -m + f = 2. This model has been used by J. Edmonds [Ed60] and many others.
A homeomorphism of a map on an oriented surface is a homeomorphism of the embedding surface (a bicontinuous bijection) that takes the vertices, edges and faces of the map into vertices, edges and faces. In [JoSi78] there is a rigourous proof that any two topological maps represented by the same combinatorial map are related by a homeomorphism, so that the combinatorial and topological models of a map can be considered equivalent. The combinatorial representation of a sense-preserving (respectively, sense-reversing) homeomorphism of a map is a graph automorphism that preserves (respectively, reverses) the cyclic order imposed on the darts at each vertex. A sensepreserving homeomorphism of a map is thus represented by a permutation on the set of darts that commutes with both σ and α; we will call such a permutation a (map) automorphism.
In [Tu63] , W. T. Tutte showed that any sense-preserving map homeomorphism that preserves a single dart must preserve them all (in the combinatorial model, this property follows from the fact that the centralizer of a transitive group is semi-regular [Ku04] -see also [Wi64] , p. 9). A rooted map -a map with a distinguished dart -thus has only the trivial automorphism, so that these maps can be counted up to root-and sense-preserving homeomorphism without considering their automorphisms. In that paper, he obtained formulas for the number of rooted 1-, 2-and 3-connected maps with m edges. The number of vertices was added as a parameter for 1-connected maps by Tutte in [Tu68] , for 2-connected maps by W.G. Brown and Tutte in [BrTu64] and for 3-connected maps by R. C. Mullin and P.J. Schellenberg in [MuSc68] .
In [Tu68] the following result is proved. Let h be the generating function such that the coefficient of v i w j in h is the number of rooted planar maps with i+1 faces and j+1 vertices. Then h = ((1-4v-4w)µ -1 -µ -3 )/(8vw), where µ = (1+4vµ 2 ) 1/2 + (1+4wµ 2 ) 1/2 -1.
(2.1)
It takes Ω(M 4 ) operations just to evaluate µ 2 from µ for all the coefficients of v i w j such that i+j, the number of edges, ≤ M, so that the evaluation of h using brute-force iteration cannot be any faster than M 4 and uses so much space that it could be executed only up to 40 edges (see section 6 for a reference to a more advanced method that reduces the asymptotic complexity of this calculation).
The method presented below takes O(M 3 ) to evaluate A'(m,n), the number of rooted planar maps with m edges and n vertices for 0≤m≤M and 1≤n≤m+1. The calculations using this method were done up to 110 edges.
It was shown in [WaLe72] that the ordinary generating function Σ p a g,b,p x p in which a g,b,p enumerates rooted maps on an orientable surface of genus g with p+1 vertices and b+p edges is of the form
where K g,b is a polynomial of degree b-1 except that K 0,0 =1 (b must be at least 2g).
Formula (2.2), together with face-vertex duality, gives sufficient information to evaluate the polynomials K 0,b successively. Suppose we have already calculated K 0,0 =1, K 0,1 , ..., K 0,b-1 . Substituting into (2.2) we can evaluate a 0,i,p for any i, 0≤i≤b-1, and any p≥0, and we do so for all i, 0≤i≤b-1, and for p=b. Now a 0,i,p is the number of rooted planar maps with i+p edges and p+1 vertices and, therefore, with i+1 faces. By face-vertex duality, there are also a 0,i,p rooted planar maps with i+p edges and i+1 vertices, so that a 0,p,i =a 0,i,p . Setting p=b we find that a 0,b,i =a 0,i,b , which we have already calculated for 0≤i≤b-1. We now have the first b terms in the expansion of the left side of (2.2) with g=0. Since K 0,b is a polynomial of degree b-1, it has only b coefficients, which can be evaluated by equating the coefficients of x p , 0≤p≤b-1, in the left and right sides of (2.2) with g=0 and solving a system of b linear equations in b unknowns.
We provide enough details of the computation to do the time-complexity analysis. Let
The arrays that have to be stored are:° a 0,b,p , 0≤b+p≤M, a two-dimensional array,° a one-dimensional array k j for k 0,b,j , 0≤j≤floor(M/2), which gets updated for each new b.
4°
a one-dimensional array y p for the coefficient of
0≤p≤M-1 and 0≤j≤floor(M/2)-1. Comparing (2.4) and (2.5) we see that c j,p =0 unless p≥j. The array is initialized to the one-dimensional array defined by
and then, for each new b, it is updated up to j=b-1.
We first initialize a 0,0,p and a 0,p,0 for 0≤p≤M according to (2.6). Then for each b from 1 to floor(M/2) -1, we° Divide the b-1 power series defined by (2.5) by (1-4x) with 0≤j≤b-2 so that the exponent of (1-4x) changes from - '(2b+3,b+3) . These can be filled in from Tutte's formula [Tu63] for the total number of rooted planar maps with m edges: To evaluate T'(m,n), the number of rooted toroidal maps with m edges and n vertices, for all m, 2≤m≤M and all n, 1≤n≤m-1, we need a little more information than (2.2) and face-vertex duality can provide. Suppose we have already calculated K 1,2 =1, K 1,3 , ..., K 1,b-1 . Substituting into (2.2) we can evaluate a 1,i,p for any i, 2≤i≤b-1, and any p≥0. To evaluate K 1,b , a polynomial of degree b, we need b numbers. The first b-2 of these we can evaluate from K 1,2 =1, K 1,3 , ..., K 1,b-1 and face-vertex duality:
, and for these we need more information. We can calculate T'(2b-2,n)=a 1,2b-n-1,n-1 for every n such that 2≤2b-n-1≤b-1, that is, for b≤n≤2b-3, from K 1,2 =1, K 1,3 , ..., K 1,b-1 , and by face-vertex duality we can calculate T'(2b-2,n) for 1≤n≤b-2. Thus, we can calculate T'(2b-2,n) for every n except n=b-1. But if we know the total number of rooted toroidal maps with 2b-2 edges, then we can subtract from this number the sum of all the T'(2b-2,n) we have calculated and we obtain T'(2b-2,b-1). Similarly we can calculate T'(2b-1,n) for all n except b-1 and b from K 1,2 =1, K 1,3 , ..., K 1,b-1 and face-vertex duality, so that if we know the total number of rooted toroidal maps with 2b-2 edges, then we can calculate T'(2b-1,b-1) and T'(2b-1,b), which are equal. Once we have an efficient way of calculating the number of rooted toroidal maps with m edges for any m, we can calculate in O(M 3 ) arithmetic operations; the details of the calculations are like the ones for planar maps and are left as an exercise.
There is an O(M 4 ) algorithm for calculating the number of rooted toroidal maps with up to M edges in [Wa86] , but it only takes O(M 2 ) operations to do the same job using the following formula from [Ar87] :
There is an explicit formula in [Ar87] for calculating T'(m,n) but this formula is a sum over 7 terms satisfying 5 inequalities and 2 equations, so that it would take Ω(m 5 ) operations just to calculate a single term. There is also a parametric equation similar to (2.1), but it would take Ω(M 4 ) operations to evaluate T'(m,n) for 2≤m≤M and 1≤n≤m-1 from this equation using brute-force iteration (but see Section 6); so our method, together with (2.10), is more efficient.
There is an explicit formula in [BrTu64] for the number of rooted 2-connected planar maps with i+1≥2 vertices and j+1≥2 faces: In [MuSc68] there is an explicit formula for the number of rooted planar 3-connected planar maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces (formula (5.22) ). This formula contains a double sum with ij terms, so that even if each term can be computed in O(1) time, it still takes Ω(M 4 ) operations to count these maps with m≤M edges and all possible numbers of vertices using this formula (but see Section 6).
Sensed 1-connected maps
Here we compute A + (m,n), the number of sensed (1-connected) planar maps with m edges and n vertices using the method Liskovets used [Lis85] to count sensed planar maps with m edges. All the necessary theorems and proofs can be found in [Lis85] ; we quote the results necessary to make this article self-contained.
A map with m edges (and, therefore, 2m darts) (and n vertices) is labeled if all the 2m darts are labeled. A permutation ρ of the darts fixes a labeled (resp. rooted) map if it is an automorphism of the map -it is not required to preserve the labels (resp. the root). By the Cauchy-FrobeniusBurnside lemma [Ca45] , A + (m,n), the number of equivalence classes under the permutation group S 2m acting on the darts, is given by
the number of labeled maps with m edges and n vertices fixed by ρ.
For every rooted map with m edges (and n vertices) fixed by a permutation of its darts, there are (2m-1)! labeled maps with m edges and n vertices fixed by the same permutation: give the root the label 2m and there are (2m-1)! ways to label the other 2m-1 darts, and all these labeled maps are distinct because rooting the map already trivializes the automorphism group. Therefore,
where A'(m,n,ρ) is the number of rooted planar maps with m edges and n vertices for which ρ is a map automorphism.
The trivial permutation id is a map automorphism for all the rooted maps with m edges and n vertices, so that
Let ρ be a non-trivial automorphism of a map Γ. It was shown in [Tu63] and [JoSi78] that all the cycles (of darts) of ρ are of the same length p≥2, so that ρ is a regular permutation of the darts. After p applications of ρ (but no fewer), Γ is taken back into itself, so that ρ is a periodic automorphism of period p. By a result of Kerékjarto in [BaImLo72] , G can be drawn on the sphere so that ρ becomes a rotation of period p about a well-defined axis. Following [Lis85] , we cut the sphere into p equal sectors, each with dihedral angle 2π/p radians, that pass through the axis of rotation. Then we inflate one of the sectors (the one that contains the root if Γ is a rooted map) until the dihedral angle grows to 2π and paste the cut semi-circles together so that the sector becomes a sphere and the part of Γ on that sphere is the quotient map Γ/ρ. There are 2m/p darts in the quotient map, one from each cycle of ρ.
An element (vertex, edge of face) of Γ or Γ/ρ is called axial if the rotation axis passes through this element. A non-axial element of Γ has p automorphic images under ρ and its powers, one on each sector, so that the number of non-axial vertices, edges and faces is divided by p in passing from Γ to Γ/ρ. In an axial element, each dart has p automorphic images under ρ and its powers, one on each sector, so that the degree of the element (the number darts in the cycle of σ, α or ασ representing the vertex, edge or face) is divided by p. In particular, an axial edge becomes a single dart on a half-edge with no other end. We put a vertex of degree 1 -a singular vertex -on the other end of the edge. This vertex contains a single dart, the "edge-mate" of the axial edge. Since this new dart was not part of the original map, it cannot be the root of the quotient map. If one or two of the axial elements is an edge of Γ (and thus a singular vertex of Γ/ρ), then p must be 2.
This process is reversible; the reverse process, called lifting, is described below. A punctured map is a map that could be the quotient map of another map. More precisely, a map is punctured if it has 0, 1 or 2 vertices of degree 1 declared singular, if exactly two elements are declared axial, and if a rotation ρ of period p≥2 is chosen. If it is a rooted map, then the root cannot belong to a singular vertex. The choice of axial elements is arbitrary except that a singular vertex must be axial. The choice of ρ is also arbitrary except that if Δ has singular vertices, then its period p must be 2. Let Δ be a punctured map with a rotation ρ of period p. Draw Δ on the sphere with an axis passing through the two axial elements. Cut the sphere by a half-plane whose edge coincides with the axis and shrink the severed sphere to a sector of dihedral angle 2π/p. Make p identical copies of these sectors, each containing Δ, except that if Δ is a rooted map, then only one copy keeps its root. Finally, paste these p sectors together to obtain a sphere containing a map Γ, the unique map such that Δ=Γ/ρ. Each rooted punctured map Δ with rotation ρ contributes one rooted map fixed by ρ, and since there are φ(p) rotations of period p about a given axis, fixing p instead of ρ contributes φ(p) to the total number of rooted maps, each with p times as many darts as Δ, fixed by all the automorphisms of period p, and thus to the sum on the right side of (3.2).
The general enumerative scheme in [Lis85] for counting sensed maps with m edges and n vertices can be described as follows. When all planar maps are being counted, there is another correspondence between punctured maps Δ and rooted maps, this time with no more darts than Δ. A rooted punctured map can be transformed into an ordinary rooted map by removing the singular vertices and their incident edges and ignoring the axes and the period. Conversely, given a rooted map γ, we first fix a period p≥2. If p=2, we can add one or two singular vertices. We create a new edge, put a singular vertex on one end of it and insert the other end into γ. Finally, we choose two elements of γ, including all the singular vertices, to be axial. The number of ways that this can be done depends upon the number of singular vertices. We consider the three possible cases below. In each case, we assume that Γ, the rooted map into which Δ will be lifted, will have m edges and n vertices (and, thus, m-n+2 faces), and in this way we will be able to express A'(m,n,ρ) in terms of m, n, p and some expression of the form A'(i,j) which count the rooted maps γ to which Δ can be reduced.
Case 1: one singular vertex. In this case, p must be 2, so that Δ must have 2m/2=m darts besides the new one belonging to the singular vertex, for a total of m+1. Since the number of darts in a map must be even, m must be odd. Remove the singular vertex and its incident edge from Δ to obtain a rooted map γ with (m-1)/2 edges. If the root r just disappeared, then make σ(r) the new root. Conversely, for each rooted map γ with (m-1)/2 edges, there are m-1 places to insert an edgeend with a degree-one vertex on the other end: for each dart d, insert the other end of the new edge between d and σ(d). In addition, if σ -1 (r) is chosen, so that the new edge-end is inserted between σ -1 (r) and r, then the root of Δ could have been the new edge-end as well as r; so there are m possible rooted maps with a singular vertex that can be obtained from γ.
One of the axial elements of Δ must be the singular vertex; the other one must be one of the other vertices or one of the faces.
If it is a vertex, then γ must have (m-n+2)/2 faces, since all of the faces are non-axial and so there are half as many faces in Δ, and thus in γ, as in Γ. Since γ has (m-1)/2 edges, it must have (n+1)/2 vertices; so n must be odd. There are (n+1)/2 non-singular vertices in Δ, and any one of them can be declared to be the other axial element. Each rooted map with (m-1)/2 edges and (n+1)/2 vertices thus contributes m(n+1)/2 rooted punctured maps with one singular vertex, and there are A'((m-1)/2,(n+1)/2) such rooted maps.
If the other axial element is a face, then γ will have n/2 vertices (so that n must be even), and with (m-1)/2 edges it must have (m-n+3)/2 faces, any one of which can be chosen as the other axial element. Each rooted map with (m-1)/2 edges and n/2 vertices contributes m(m-n+3)/2 rooted punctured maps with one singular vertex, and there are A'((m-1)/2,n/2) such rooted maps.
Since φ(2)=1, the total number of rooted maps with an odd number m of edges and n vertices fixed by some automorphism that reverses exactly one edge is given by
Case 2: two singular vertices. Again, p must be 2, so that Δ must have m+2 darts of which 2 belong to the singular vertices and m must be even. Remove the singular vertices and their incident edges to obtain a rooted map γ with (m-2)/2 edges. If the root r just disappeared, then make σ(r) the new root or, if σ(r) also disappeared, then make σ 2 (r) the new root. Conversely, for each rooted map γ with (m-2/2) edges, there are (m-2) places to insert the first edge-end with a degree-one vertex on the other end and, for each such insertion, there are (m-1) places to insert the second one for a total of (m-1)(m-2)/2 unordered pairs. If the first edge-end is inserted between σ -1 (r) and r and the second one is not inserted between the first one and r, then the first one could become the new root, and there are m-2 places to insert the second edge-end without putting it between the first one and r. If the second edge-end is placed between the first one and σ -1 (r), then it too could become the new root. Together, these two cases yield m-1 new rooted maps for a total of m(m-1)/2 rooted maps that can be obtained from γ.
Both the singular vertices have to be axial; so there is only one choice of axial elements. Also, γ must have n/2 vertices, so that n must be even. Each rooted map with (m-2)/2 edges and n/2 vertices thus contributes m(m-1)/2 rooted punctured maps with two singular vertices, and there are A'((m-2)/2,n/2) such rooted maps. Since φ(2)=1, the total number of rooted maps with an even number m of edges and an even number n of vertices fixed by some automorphism that reverses exactly two edges is given by
Case 3: no singular vertices. The period p can now be any integer ≥2. Then Δ has m/p edges, so that p must divide m. The axial elements cannot be edges; so there are three cases to consider: two vertices, two faces, or one of each. We recall that Γ has m edges, n vertices and m-n+2 faces.
If the axial elements are both vertices, then Δ will have (n-2)/p + 2 vertices, so that p must divide n-2 and there are ((n-2)/p + 2)((n-2)/p + 1)/2 choices of pairs of axial elements. If the axial elements are both faces, then Δ will have n/p vertices and (m-n)/p + 2 faces, so that p must divide n and there are ((m-n)/p + 2)((m-n)/p + 1)/2 choices of pairs of axial elements. If the axial elements are one vertex and one face, then Δ will have (n-1)/p + 1 vertices and (m-n+1)/p + 1 faces, so that p must divide n-1 and there are ((n-1)/p + 1)((m-n+1)/p + 1) choices of pairs of axial elements. Therefore, the number of rooted maps with m edges and n vertices fixed by some automorphism of period p that doesn't reverse any edge is
Substituting from (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.2), we find that the number of sensed planar maps with m edges and n vertices is given by Once we have computed a table of A'(m,n) for 0≤m≤M and 1≤n≤m+1 we can do the same for A + (m,n) in O(M 2 ) operations using the following algorithm: (3.8)
Since 1+2+...+n = n (n + 1)/2, which is asymptotic to n 2 /2, (3.8) is asymptotic to (M 2 /2)(1/4 + 1/9 + ... + 1/M 2 ). Now the sum 1/1 + 1/4 + 1/9 + 1/16 + ... converges by the integral test (in fact, it converges to the Riemann zeta function of 2, a constant); so the total number of iterations of the inner loop is O(M 2 ), which is therefore an asymptotic upper bound for the complexity of the entire algorithm. This algorithm has been executed for M=110 and the numbers agree with Wormald's tables which go up to 24 edges.
Sensed 2-connected maps
In the next three paragraphs we reproduce, in abbreviated form, the discussion from [LisWa83] leading to a characterization of quotient maps of 2-connected (or non-separable) planar maps.
A map is separable if its edge-set can be partitioned into two non-null subsets such that there is exactly one vertex incident with an edge in each subset; otherwise it is non-separable or two-connected. A separable map has a unique decomposition into edge-disjoint 2-connected subgraphs called its blocks. A vertex or a face of a separable map belongs to a block if it is incident to an edge of this block. It is internal to a block if it belongs only to this block; otherwise it is external to all the blocks to which it belongs. By definition, two blocks of a separable map may share at most one (external) vertex and, by duality, at most one (external) face. If they share both an external vertex v and an external face f (in which case the two blocks are called adjacent), then v and f must be incident. Thus the concept of the block-cutpoint tree of a connected graph can be extended to maps, where a cutpoint is now called a separator and is an incident face-vertex pair shared by more than one block and is adjacent in the tree to all the blocks that share it. The endvertices of the tree all correspond to blocks of the map, called its end-blocks.
A series map or s-map is a separable map whose block-separator tree is a chain. The endblocks of this chain are called extremal and the other blocks are called internal.
Let Γ be any map other than a link-map or a loop-map and let Δ be the quotient map of Γ with respect to any (non-trivial) automorphism ρ of Γ. Then Γ is non-separable if and only if Δ is either a (punctured) non-separable map whose axial elements are not a vertex v and a face incident to v or a (punctured) s-map whose axial elements are internal elements of the two extremal blocks, one in each.
We now proceed to find a closed-form expression for B + (i,j), the number of non-separable maps Γ with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces (and, thus i+j edges). As in Section 3,
where B'(i,j,ρ) is the number of rooted non-separable planar maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces for which ρ is a map automorphism, and
B(i,j,id) = B'(i,j). (4.2)
Now let ρ be a non-trivial automorphism of a map Γ and let p be its period.
Case 1: Δ is a non-separable map. Then it has no singular vertices, because a singular vertex would have to belong to a one-edge block, making either Δ separable or Γ the link-map. Subcase 1a: both the axial elements are vertices. Then Δ has (j+1)/p faces and (i+j)/p edges; so the number of its vertices must be (i-1)/p + 2: (i-1)/p non-axial vertices and 2 axial ones. Thus p must divide both i+j and i-1. There are φ(p) rotations of period p and any unordered pair of distinct vertices can be chosen as the pair of axial elements; so the contribution from this subcase to 2(i+j)B + (i,j) is
Subcase 1b: both the axial elements are faces. By face-vertex duality, the contribution to 2(i+j)B + (i,j) is
Subcase 1c: one axial element is a vertex and the other one is a face. Then Δ has (i/p)+1 vertices, (j/p)+1 faces and (i+j)p edges. There are ((i/p)+1)((j/p)+1) vertex-face pairs, but the number of incident vertex-face pairs must be equal to the number of darts, which is 2(i+j)/p; so the number of non-incident vertex-face pairs that can be chosen as pairs of axial elements is ((i/p)-1)((j/p)-1). The contribution to 2(i+j)B + (i,j) is
Case 2: Δ is an s-map. We recall that the axial elements are internal elements of the two extremal blocks, one in each. If either of the axial elements is a singular vertex, then the block that contains it is a link-map and p=2.
Subcase 2a: neither axial element is singular.
Subsubcase 2aa: both the axial elements are vertices. The number of choices of pairs of axial elements depends upon the number of internal vertices in each of the extremal blocks: if the extremal blocks have a and b internal vertices, with b≤a, then there are ab choices of pairs of axial elements. Now Δ will have a total of (i-1)/p + 2 vertices and (j+1)/p faces; so the two extremal blocks together can't have more than (i-1)/p + 2 vertices. If there are only two blocks, then the total number of vertices is a+b+1; otherwise the two extremal blocks together have a+b+2 vertices; so in any case a+b≤(i-1)/p + 1. The contribution of this subsubcase is
where S v v (i,j,a,b) is the number of rooted s-maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces whose extremal blocks have a and b internal vertices.
Subsubcase 2ab: both the axial elements are faces. By face-vertex duality, the contribution is
where S ff (i,j,a,b) is the number of rooted s-maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces whose extremal blocks have a and b internal faces.
Subsubcase 2ac: one axial element is a vertex and the other one is a face. If the extremal block containing the axial vertex has a interrnal vertices and the other one has b internal faces, then again there will be ab choices of pairs of axial elements. Now Δ has i/p + 1 vertices and j/p + 1 faces, so that a≤i/p and b≤j/p. The contribution is
where S vf (i,j,a,b) is the number of rooted s-maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces one of whose extremal blocks has a internal vertices and the other one has b internal faces.
Subcase 2b: one of the axial elements is a singular vertex. The quotient map Δ will have (i+j+1)/2 edges, so that i+j must be odd.
Subsubcase 2ba: the other axial element is a vertex. Then Δ has (j+1)/2 faces and (i/2)+2 vertices of which one is singular, one axial but non-singular and the other i/2 non-axial (i must be even and j must be odd). If the block with the non-singular axial vertex has a internal vertices, then there are a choices of axial elements in this block and only one choice in the other block. The contribution is the sum over all positive integers a of a multiplied by the number of rooted s-maps with (j+1)/2 faces and (i/2)+2 vertices, one of which is singular and belongs to one extremal block, a link-map, and the other extremal block has a internal vertices.
Suppose that a>1. There are i+j+1 darts, but only i+j of them are eligible to be the root. Declaring the singular vertex to be non-singular allows all the darts to be the root; so the number of these rooted s-maps with the singular vertex is ((i+j)/(i+j+1))S v v ((i/2)+1,(j-1)/2,a,1). The contribution here is
Suppose that a=1. Declare the singular vertex to be non-singular. If Δ has no non-trivial automorphisms, then there are i+j+1 possible rootings. Reversing this process, there are two vertices that could be declared singular, each giving rise to i+j rootings, for a total of 2(i+j), so that there are 2(i+j)/(i+j+1) times as many rootings with the vertex declared singular than without. If Δ has a non-trivial autmorphism, there are (i+j+1)/2 possible rootings. But the automorphism exchanges the two end-vertices, so that declaring either of them to be singular gives the same map with i+j rootings. Again, there are 2(i+j)/(i+j+1) times as many rootings with the vertex declared singular than without. So the number of these rooted s-maps with the singular vertex is (2(i+j)/(i+j+1))S v v ((i/2)+1,(j-1)/2,1,1). The contribution is
Subsubcase 2bb: the other axial element is a face. Then Δ will have (j/2)+1 faces and (i+3)/2 vertices of which one is singular (i must be odd and j must be even). If the block with the axial face has a internal faces, then there are a choices of axial elements in this block and only one choice in the other block. The contribution is the sum over all positive integers a of a times the number of rooted s-maps with (j/2)+1 faces and (i+3)/2 vertices, one of which is singular and belongs to one of the extremal blocks, a link-map, and the other extremal block has a internal faces. Since a>0, this block is not the link-map; so the same argument as for the previous case shows that the contribution is
Subcase 2c: both the axial elements are singular vertices. Then Δ will have (i+j+2)/2 edges, (j+1)/2 faces and (i+1)/2 + 2 vertices, of which two are singular and (i+1)/2 non-singular (i and j must both be odd). The contribution is the number of rooted s-maps with these parameters. There are i+j+2 darts. Declare the two singular vertices to be non-singular, allowing all of these darts to be the root instead of just i+j of them. If there is no non-trivial automorphism, then all of these rootings are distinct whether or not these two vertices are declared singular. If there is a nontrivial automorphism when the vertices are declared singular, then there is also a non-trivial automorphism when the vertices are declared non-singular, so that there are half as many distinct rootings as in the case of no non-trivial automorphism whether or not the vertices are declared singular. The contribution from this case is
Then B + (i+j) is equal to the sum of all the expressions (4.2)-(4.12) divided by 2(i+j).
It remains to find formulas for S v v (i,j,a,b), S vf (i,j,a,b) and S ff (i,j,a,b) using the construction presented in [LisWa83] and used there to count rooted s-maps by the total number of edges and the number in each extremal block.
An initial s-map is a rooted s-map whose root belongs to one of the two extremal blocks and is not the (unique) dart common to the external face and the external vertex of that block. An initial s-map can be constructed as follows. Take any rooted non-separable map R and choose any incident face-vertex pair other than the pair "root-vertex, root-face". Take any rooted non-separable map or initial s-map S and choose the pair "root-face, root-vertex". Paste S onto R by identifying the chosen face of S with the chosen face of R and the chosen vertex of S with the chosen vertex of R to make an s-map Γ rooted at the root of R.
Suppose that R has v a internal vertices and f a internal faces, the other extremal block of Γ has v b internal vertices and f b internal faces and the remaining blocks of Γ, if there are any, have a total of v c +1 vertices and f c +1 faces, with v c and f c set to 0 if there are only the two extremal blocks. Then Γ has v a +v b +v c +1 vertices and f a +f b +f c +1 faces. This formula holds whether or not Γ has blocks other than the extremal ones: if so, then the external vertices and faces of the two extremal blocks get added to all the vertices and faces of the internal blocks, and if not, then the one vertex and the one face shared by the two blocks get added to their internal vertices and faces. Now R has 2(v a +f a ) darts, of which 2v a +2f a -1 are eligible to be the chosen incident face-vertex pair onto which to paste the root of S. Constructing Γ successively from rooted non-separable maps, beginning with the extremal block other than R and going down the block-separator chain all the way down to R, we find that the number of initial s-maps with the above parameters is given by A parametric expression for β(x,y)-x-y is given in [BrTu64] :
where
We express (4.16) as a function of u and v using elementary multivariate calculus. Differentiating both parts of (4.18) with respect to x yields two linear equations in ∂u/∂x and ∂v/∂x whose coefficients and absolute term are functions of u and v, and we solve them to express ∂u/∂x and ∂v/∂x in terms of u and v. In a similar manner we express ∂u/∂y and ∂v/∂y in terms of u and v. Substituting these four expressions into the formulas for ∂β(x,y)/∂x and ∂β(x,y)/∂y obtained by differentiating (4.17) with respect to x and y, we obtain the formulas:
and ∂β(x, y) ∂y
Subsituting from (4.17)-(4.20) into (4.16) we obtain the formula
There is a general formula in [BrTu64] for the coefficient of x i y j in (1-u) -r (1-v) -s subject to (4.18):
Setting r=s=1 into (4.22), we obtain the following formula for the coefficient of x i y j in (4.21):
Substituting v c for i and f c for j into (4.23) yields a formula for the sum in (4.13). Removing the restriction that the root not belong to the external vertex and the external face of the initial block B changes the factor (2v a +2f a -1) of (4.13) to (2v a +2f a ).
Removing the restriction that the s-map be rooted in the extremal block with v a internal vertices and f a internal faces changes the factor (2v a +2f a ) to v a +f a +v b +f b +v c +f c if v a =v b and f a =f b , and twice this quantity otherwise. To see this, we note that if Γ has no non-trivial automorphism, then it has 2(v a +f a +v b +f b +v c +f c ) distinct rootings of which (2v a +2f a ) have the root in the extremal block with v a vertices and f a faces unless v a =v b and f a =f b , in which case (4v a +4f a ) of the rootings have the root in one of the extremal blocks with v a internal vertices and f a internal faces. If there is a non-trivial automorphism, then it exchanges the two extremal blocks, in which case v a =v b and f a =f b and there are half as many distinct rootings, both with unrestricted root and with the root constrained to be in one of the extremal blocks, as there are in the case of no non-trivial automorphism.
The number of rooted s-maps with v a internal vertices and f a internal faces in one extremal block, v b internal vertices and f b internal faces in the other external block, and v c +1 vertices and f c +1 faces in the other blocks is then given by
Using (4.24) we now evaluate formulas (4.6)-(4.12) in inverse order of difficulty.
Formula (4.12) involves an expression of the form S v v (i,j,1,1), counting rooted s-maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces whose extremal blocks have only one internal vertex. These are linkmaps with no internal faces, so that, in (4.24), v a =v b =1 and f a =f b =0. The s-map thus has v c +3  vertices and f c +1 faces, so that v c =i-2 and f c =j. Also, B'(1,0) =1. Substituting these values into (4.24), we find that
Substituting from (4.25) into (4.12) and comparing with (2.11) we find that (4.12) is equal to
Formulas (4.9) and (4.10) involve an expression of the form S v v (i,j,a,1), counting rooted smaps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces such that one extremal block has v a =a internal vertices and the other one is a link-map with v b =1 internal vertex and f b =0 internal faces. The total number of vertices is a+1+v c +1=i+1, so that v c =i-1-a, and the total number of faces is f a +f c +1=j+1, so that f c =j-f a . Substituting these values into (4.24) (with the quotient of products of factorials expressed as a coefficient of a term in the expansion of (4.21)) and summing over f a , we find that
Substituting from (4.26) into the sum of (4.9) and (4.10) and taking into account both the factor 2 in (4.10) and the factor 2 in (4.24) which applies only to (4.9) we get
But aB'(a,f a ) is the coefficient of x a y f a in x∂β(x,y)∂x, which, by (4.19), is equal to x/(1-v); so (4.27) is (i+j)/2 times the coefficient of
Substituting for x in (4.18), the function becomes u(1-u) -1 = (1-u) -1 -1. We can ignore the term -1 unless i=0 and j=1 (the loop map). Substituting r=1 and s=0 into (4.20) and then substituting back into (4.27) and comparing with (2.11) we get
, i is even and j is odd. (4.9a)
A similar calculation reduces (4.11) to the face-vertex dual of (4.9a):
It remains to evaluate (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8).
The inner summand of (4.6) is equal, by (4.24) (with the same substitution as in the derivation of (4.26)), to (i+j)/p times the product of three factors: the coefficient of x a y f a in x∂β(x,y)/∂x, the coefficient of x b y f b in x∂β(x,y)/∂x and the coefficient of (1-u) -1 (1-v) -1 , all summed over f a and f b . The inner sum of (4.6) is thus equal to (i+j)/p times the coefficient of x (i-1)/p-1 y (j+1)/p-1 in (∂β(x,y)/∂x) 2 (1-u) -1 (1-v) -1 . From (4.18) and (4.19), the function is equal to (1-u) -1 (1-v) -3 . Setting r=1 and s=3 and the appropriate values of i and j in (4.22) and comparing with (2.11) we get
By face-vertex duality, the inner sum of (4.7) reduces to
A similar calculation reduces the inner sum of (4.8) to 2(i+j)/p times the coefficient of The total time to execute this algorithm is O(M 2 ). This algorithm has been executed for M=424 and the numbers agree with Wormald's tables which go up to 24 edges.
Sensed 3-connected maps
In [Wa82b] we counted sensed 3-connected maps by number of edges using a variation of cycle index presented in [HaPa73] ; here we add the number of vertices as a parameter. Let σ be an automorphism of period p of a map Γ with m edges. The (edge-)cycle type z(σ) of σ is a monomial in the variables y 1 , y 2 , ... and z 1 , z 2 ,..., with one factor of y i for each edge-cycle of length i such that σ i preserves the orientation of the edges in the cycle and one factor of z i for each edge-cycle of length i such that σ i reverses the orientation of the edges in the cycle. For a planar map there are only a few possible cycle types (see [Wa82b] The cycle index Z(g) of a group g of automorphisms of Γ is the sum of z(σ) over all the automorphisms σ in g divided by |g|; the cycle index Z(Γ) of Γ is the cycle index of the group of all the automorphisms of g and the cycle index sum of a set of maps is the sum of the cycle indices of all the maps in the set. Let B(i,j) be the cycle index sum of the set of all non-separable maps with i+1 vertices and j+1 faces. To calculate 2(i+j)B(i,j), we take each of the summands of 2(i+j)B + (i,j) that we calculated in the previous section and multiply it by the cycle type of the automorphisms that were used to calculate the summand.
From (4.2) we get the term
From (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) we get the following three terms:
From (4.6a), (4.7a) and (4.8a) we get the following three terms:
where i = i' p + 1 and j = j' p − 1;
And from (4.9a), (4.11a) and (4.12a) we get the following three terms:
is even and j is odd; (5.8)
⎛ ⎝ ⎞ ⎠ y 2 (i+ j -1)/ 2 z 1 , j is even and i is odd; (5.9)
Then 2(i+j)B(i,j) is the sum of the terms (5.1)-(5.10). The algorithm for calculating B(i,j) for all i and j such that i+j≤M is similar to the one in the previous section for calculating B + (i,j) with two modifications: the cycle type is represented by a third parameter, which is equal to 0 if there is at least one singular vertex and to the index of p in a list of divisors of i+j sorted in increasing order otherwise, and the formulas are used even if i=1 or j=1 (in the previous algorithm B + (i,j) was simply set equal to 1). Finally, we define B, the cycle index sum (or, rather, mixed cycle index sum and generating function) of all the non-separable maps with at least 2 edges, to be the sum of B(i,j)x i+1 over all positive integers i and j.
Following [Wa82b] we define a two-pole network to be a planar map N obtained from a non-separable map with at least two edges by distinguishing a dart d, distinguishing the darts σ(d) and σ(α(d)) to be the source and the sink, respectively (collectively, the poles) and then removing the edge (d,α(d)) so that the two poles belong to the same face of N. We define two cycle-index sums for the set of two-pole networks: D + for the automorphisms that preserve the poles (only the trivial automorphism) and D -for the automorphisms that reverse the poles (any network has at most one such automorphism). In both cases, the vertices containing the poles are not counted in the exponent of x because when the network replaces an edge of a graph or another network the poles will be identified with the vertices incident with this edge. Formulas (7) and (8) of [Wa82b] give these cycle index sums without considering the number of vertices. Formulas (2) and (3) of [Wa82a] give the analogous cycle index sums for two-pole networks derived from graphs instead of maps and contain factors a i for length-i vertex-cycles; replacing each a i by x i we get mixed cycle index sums but for graphs instead of maps. We modify formulas (7) and (8) of [Wa82b] by inserting the powers of x we get for the corresponding terms of formulas (2) and (3) of [Wa82a] and we obtain the following two formulas:
which can be evaluated from (5.1), and
which can be evaluated from (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10).
The corresponding cycle index sums S + and S -for s-networks (series unions of 2 or more non-s-networks -see [Wa82b] for a precise definition) together with the 1-edge network are found by comparing formulas (6) and (7) of [Wa82a] with formulas (9) and (10) of [Wa82b] :
14)
where D + (2) is the cycle index sum derived from D + by replacing each occurrence of y 1 by y 2 and replacing x by x 2 , with an analogous meaning for S + (2) . Since B is the cycle index sum for nonseparable maps with at least two edges, D + is a multiple of y 1 ; so we can evaluate the coefficients of successive powers of y 1 in S + from (5.13) from the coefficients of smaller powers, and then we evaluate S -from (5.14) by substitution.
From formulas (11) and (12) of [Wa82b] , the cycle index sums for the non-s-networks, including the one-edge network, are given by the following two formulas:
A p-network (a parallel union of 2 or more non-p-networks) is the face-vertex dual of an s-network; so the cycle index sums for p-networks, together with the 1-edge network are S + R and S -R , where the subscript R means that each polynomial in x gets reversed: for each i, the coefficient of x i in S + R is the coefficient of x n-i-1 in S + , and the same relation holds between S -R and S -. From formulas (13) and (14) of [Wa82b] , the cycle index sums for h-networks (neither s-networks nor p-networks nor the one-edge network) are given by
All the positive cycle index sums are polynomials in y 1 and all the negative cycle index sums are polynomials in y 2 and z 1 with no term having more than one factor of z 1 ; the coefficients are all polynomials in x.
Comparing formulas (15) and (16) of [Wa82b] with formula (18) of [Wa82a] we obtain the following formula for the cycle index sum of the maps obtained by replacing each edge of a polygon with at least 3 edges by a non-s-network:
1 2 The same formula, but with the polynomials in x reversed, gives the cycle index sum of the maps obtained by replacing each of at least 3 parallel edges by a non-p-network.
The correction term labeled term d in [Wa82a] and [Wa82b] is the cycle index sums for 2-connected maps (and not 2-pole networks) that are the parallel unions of two networks with at least two edges apiece, not both s-networks and not both p-networks. The poles of these networks count as vertices, whence the factor x 2 in formula (5.20) below. Term e of [Wa82a] and [Wa82b] , for component-exchanging automorphisms of two isomorphic h-networks, is (after doubling) x 2 H + (2) . Subtracting this term from term d we obtain Let F be the cycle index sum of 3-connected planar maps. Then the cycle index sum for the planar maps derived by replacing each edge of a 3-connected planar map by a 2-pole network is given by F[D] , which is obtained from F by replacing each occurrence of y i by D + (i) and each occurrence of z 1 by D -. We note here that none of the maps that went into formulas (5.19) and (5.20) have fewer than 3 edges; so we restrict B to maps with at least three edges instead of two and then apply formula (5.21) which comes from formula (18) of [Wa82b] : To reduce the largest numbers that have to be treated, the above method can be used to calculate only those terms in F that are independent of y 1 ; the other terms -the coefficients of y 1 m x n -are the numbers of rooted 3-connected planar maps with m edges and n+1 vertices, which can be calculated from the formula in [MuSc68] (formula (5.22)), divided by 2m. This algorithm has been executed for M=208 (see Table 1 below for the number of sensed 3-connected with up to 26 edges and all relevant numbers of vertices) and the numbers agree with the by-edges-only table in [Wa82b] . Table 1 The number of sensed 3-connected planar maps with i+1 vertices, j+1 faces and i+j≤26 edges Another open problem is to characterize the quotient map of a 3-connected planar map and use it to design an algorithm more efficient than the one presented here for counting sensed 3-connected planar maps. Since one term in any formula that could be obtained by this method would be the number of rooted 3-connected planar maps, the best running time we could hope for is O(m 4 ) unless an algorithm more efficient than substituting into the formula in [MuSc68] is found for counting rooted 3-connected planar maps.
We note here that the time-complexity estimates for extracting the coefficients of the generating functions for rooted 1-connected planar and toroidal maps and rooted 3-connected planar maps assumes the use of elementary methods. These power series are all algebraic and, therefore, D-finite; so their coefficients can be extracted by the asymptotically faster methods of [Lip89] . Consequently it may be possible to reduce further the asymptotic complexity of counting sensed 3-connected planar maps using either their quotient maps or the methods of [RoWa93] in combination with the methods of [Lip89] . Whether or not our tables can actually be extended any further by using the methods of [Lip89] is a matter to be determined by future research.
Another open problem is to design an algorithm more efficient than that of [Wo81a] and [Wo81b] for counting unsensed planar maps. Their quotient maps were characterized in [Lis96] , and the enumeration of unsensed planar maps by number of edges was reduced to the problem of counting rooted maps on the disc. Once this problem is solved, the next step would be to add the number of vertices as a parameter and to count unsensed 2-and 3-connected planar maps, either by using cycle index sums or by characterizing their quotient maps. Since any 3-connected planar graph (graph that can be embedded in the plane or sphere) admits a unique imbedding in the sphere up to homeomorphism (sense-preserving or -reversing) [Wh33] , counting unsensed 3-connected planar maps is equivalent to counting 3-connected planar graphs, after which the final step would be to count all planar graphs (a problem posed in [LisWa87] ).
